It was proved that the fundamental group of the space of harmonic polynomials of degree nÔn 2Õ which their graphs have the same Gaussian curvature is not trivial. Furthermore, we give an example of topologically nonequivalent conjugate harmonic functions which their graphs have the same Gaussian curvature.
It is easily seen that the Gaussian curvature of the graph obtained from w uÔx, yÕ can be write as:
We recall that a critical point p of a smooth function w gÔx 1 obvious that the cardinality of the set Γ of points at which the Gaussian curvature of the graph of w uÔx, yÕ are zero, is not greater than n ¡ 2. By Gauss-Lucas theorem (cf. [1] ) points of Γ lie within the convex hull ∆ containing the zeros of holomorphic function f Ôx i yÕ uÔx, yÕ i vÔx, yÕ. If the multiplicity of zeros of f Ôx i yÕ is not greater than two, then the points of Γ lie inside the convex hall δ ∆ containing the zeros of f ½ Ôx i yÕ. 
Gaussian Curvature of harmonic polynomials
We denote the Gaussian curvature of the graph a complex polynomial P by G P :
Lemma 2.1. The Gaussian curvature of the graph of harmonic polynomials uÔx, yÕ and vÔx, yÕ of different degrees are always different.
Proof. Let QÔzÕ and P ÔzÕ be complex polynomials of degree n and m resp., and let uÔx, yÕ and vÔx, yÕ be their real parts, resp. By assumption m n. Functions |P ÔzÕ| and |QÔzÕ| attend to |z n | and |z m |, resp., when z goes to the infinity. Employing this fact for
we obtain that
Thus, the Gaussian curvature of polynomials uÔx, yÕ and vÔx, yÕ are different Theorem 2.1. Suppose P ÔzÕ and QÔxÕ are complex polynomials. Then G P and G Q coincide if and only if P ÔzÕ αQÔzÕ β, where β is a complex constant and α is a complex number such that|α| 1.
Proof. Sufficiency: If P ÔzÕ αQÔzÕ β, then from the Formula (1) it follows the conclusion of the theorem.
Necessity:
We only need to show that Thus arctan nÔzÕ arctan mÔzÕ β, where β is constant, and therefore nÔzÕ mÔzÕ β.
Now we can easily show that P ÔzÕ αQÔzÕ β, where |α| 1. 
